Psychological readiness to return to sport: three key elements to help the practitioner decide whether the athlete is REALLY ready?
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Return to sport (RTS) outcomes after severe injury are consistently poor.1 2 Psychological factors are important influences on returning to sport3 yet what it means to be psychologically ready to RTS is unclear.4 Rarely will an athlete be held back from RTS because he/she is not psychologically ready to return. Psychological factors correlate with injury occurrence,5 therefore these factors should be offered greater weighting in RTS decision-making.

Characteristics of an athlete who is psychologically ready to RTS are multifaceted and include, among others: realistic expectations, high levels of self-efficacy and low levels of anxiety.1 The psychological readiness to RTS is likely influenced by multiple social agents, personal and contextual factors (eg, coaches, sports medicine practitioners, personality traits, performance level).6 Consequently, RTS decisions should be made from an interdisciplinary perspective, with multidimensional monitoring of psychological factors (eg, concurrently monitoring self-efficacy and re-injury anxiety levels).6 Psychological readiness to RTS is not commonly monitored in practice, despite specific instruments being available.7 Many practitioners feel underprepared to work within this area8 or might view evaluating psychological readiness to RTS as being outside their scope of their practice. On the other hand, sports medicine practitioners are ideally positioned to monitor athletes, because of the strong working relationship developed throughout injury rehabilitation.

In this editorial, we describe three key elements that practitioners can consider when monitoring psychological readiness to RTS in preparation for RTS decision-making.

THREE KEY ELEMENTS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL READINESS TO RTS DECISION-MAKING

To facilitate effective RTS monitoring, practitioners should be empowered to confidently consider the psychological aspects of RTS. An empowered practitioner is better able to appreciate the role of psychology within severe injury and use this knowledge to inform referrals to appropriate professionals (eg, accredited sport psychologist, mental health practitioner) when the limits of their professional competency have been reached (box 1).

Key element 1: how can the practitioner best monitor athletes? Box 2 identifies tools that practitioners might use to get to know the athlete and for monitoring psychological readiness to RTS. These tools suggest thresholds to guide RTS decisions, although their use as clinical measures requires further evaluation and validation. We are mindful that no tool is perfect and might have completion issues associated with social desirability to RTS at a time when athlete’s emotional integrity is poor,9 for example, athlete’s inaccurately completing tools when under pressure for premature RTS. One limitation of these tools is their unidimensional nature9 (eg, focus on a specific injury, joint or construct), therefore it is advantageous to use multiple tools to compare and contrast findings.

Key element 2: using knowledge of the athlete.

We embrace the notion of ‘knowing your athlete’. Practitioners and athletes share significant interactions prior to injury and during phased return to participation. Knowledge, understanding and rapport develop through these interactions. For example, the practitioner might observe an athlete is preoccupied with RTS concerns, is becoming withdrawn or adapting to injury, joint or construct, therefore it is advantageous to use multiple tools to compare and contrast findings.
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Box 1 Examples of professional sports psychology associations

▸ British Psychological Society (BPS): http://www.bps.org.uk/;
▸ British Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences (BASES): http://www.bases.org.uk/;
▸ Australian Psychological Society (APS): http://www.psychology.org.au/;

Box 2 Examples of tools (questionnaires and inventories) that may be used by practitioners to monitor psychological readiness to RTS (formatted versions of the tools are available as on-line resources)

▸ Re-injury Anxiety Inventory (RAI): http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1466853X09000996;
▸ Injury-Psychological Readiness to Return to Sport Questionnaire (i-PRRS): http://natajournals.org/doi/pdf/10.4085/1062-6050-44.2.185;
otherwise and vice versa. Monitoring athletes with tools is useful, however, the practitioner should avoid being overly reliant on these as collectively both forms of information (tools and subjective evaluations) require consideration when making informed RTS decisions.

Key element 3: adopt an interdisciplinary, shared decision-making approach

Shared decision-making, involving the key stakeholders, is central to quality RTS decisions. Historically, the sport medicine practitioner was the gatekeeper of the RTS decision, relying primarily on physical assessments. Now the consensus is that RTS decisions should be collaborative and involve practitioners (sports medicine, sports psychology and sports science team), coaches (es), parents or carers (in the case of children or vulnerable adults) and the athlete. Considering the collective perspectives of all stakeholders provides a more robust picture of an athlete’s psychological readiness to RTS. For example, coaches can provide information regarding the athlete’s intent and engagement during technical practice (eg, is there hesitation when anticipating contact?); family members can provide valuable information about behaviours away from sport. Both perspectives help build a picture of the athlete’s psychological readiness to RTS.

SUMMARY

When can the practitioner be sure that the athlete is psychologically ready to RTS? Perhaps this is difficult to predict? Or at least more difficult than physical readiness, which is, at least in part, dictated by tissue healing. As practitioners, we recognise and accept that biological scarring can have a long-term effect on function and performance. Severe injury could imprint (metaphorically) psychological scar tissue (eg, athletes report that their injury will ‘never leave them’), and we should consider this aspect of RTS equally alongside the physical aspect.
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